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ABSTRACT
Users frequently receive cookie consent notices when they enter a
website. They are supposed to enable an informed decision about
data collection. Instead, they often contain deceptive designs - also
known as dark patterns - that can nudge users to consent and thus
compromise their privacy. In this paper, we explore the causes of
the widespread use of dark patterns in cookie consents. To do so,
we take the perspective of website operators, who are responsible
for the use of cookie consent notices and are increasingly making
use of Consent Management Platforms (CMPs) to manage end-user
consent. CMPs usually contain certain design templates. To find
out whether it is possible for website operators to generate notices
without dark patterns using CMPs, we analyzed a selection of the
templates offered by major CMPs. We show that 60% of the notices
created with default settings contain at least one dark pattern. A
notice that does not nudge toward a certain choice could only
be generated with 62.5% of the CMPs. Our results imply that the
responsibility for privacy-friendly notices lies more with the CMPs
than with the website operators.

KEYWORDS
Cookie consent notice, dark pattern, website operator, CMP (con-
sent management platform), informed privacy decision, usable pri-
vacy

1 INTRODUCTION
“This website uses cookies that help the website to function and
also to help us track how you interact with our website. But for
us to provide the best experience, enable the specific cookies from
Settings, and click on Accept.” This exemplary notice shown in
Figure 1 is probably close to what many users have read before
when visiting a website. While the goal of cookie consent notices is
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enabling users to make an informed decision about data sharing, in
reality cookie consent notices are often designed to encourage users
to give consent as shown in Figure 1 by highlighting the "Accept
all" button. Prior research demonstrated that such deceptive design
choices, also known as dark patterns, can lead to increased user
consent [76]. The resulting compromise of the users’ privacy is
potentially unintended in many cases. Previous research on cookie
consent notices has primarily focused on the user’s perspective
and the challenges arising from integrated dark patterns [5, 34, 76].
However, it is the Website Operators (WOs) who are technically
and legally responsible for designing and integrating cookie con-
sent notices into their website if they use cookies. Therefore, the
viewpoint of WOs and their impact on cookie consent notice design
is at least equally important. At a first glance, it might be favorable
for WOs to nudge users towards accepting all cookies by using
a dark pattern as the collection of statistics and advertising data
might be part of their business model. However, building trust and
receiving positive user feedback on the website by being transpar-
ent about cookie use and allowing for an informed decision might
be a relevant interest as well. From the WOs perspective, alter-
natives to dark patterns could be designs that do not deliberately
encourage a certain choice (balanced designs) or cookie consent
notices that even nudge users to refuse all cookies. The latter kind
of notices are also labeled bright designs or bright patterns as a
complement to the term dark pattern [34]. Yet, the notice design
choices of WOs might not only be influenced by their interests but
also by the services used to generate cookie consent notices. WOs
increasingly make use of so-called Consent Management Platforms
(CMPs) to create cookie consent notices. CMP “means the company
or organisation that centralises and manages transparency for, and
consent and objections of the end user” [25, p.6]. One reason for
the use of CMPs is the promise to be on the safe side legally [35].
CMPs generally include certain design templates and restrictions.
This leads to the question whether the use of CMPs and the related
design templates influence the share of dark patterns in cookie
consent notices. Our research questions (RQ) therefore are: RQ1:
Do the default templates for cookie consent notices of the CMPs
already contain dark patterns and if so, which ones? RQ2: Do the
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Figure 1: Cookie consent notice created using the template with default settings from www.cookie-yes.com [15]

templates for cookie consent notices of the CMPs allow to generate
notices with balanced and/or bright design?

To target these questions, we analyzed the options for WOs to
create cookie consent notices that do not include a dark pattern
as well as options to even create a bright pattern. The contribu-
tion of our research is threefold: First, we provide insights from a
WO perspective into cookie consent notice generation using CMPs.
Thereby, our study is a first exploratory step to find possible expla-
nations for the widespread use of dark patterns in cookie consent
notices. Second, we show that notices often already contain dark
patterns when created with the CMPs’ default settings and that
it is inconvenient to generate more privacy-friendly alternative
notices. Third, from the findings we derive relevant implications
for WOs and CMPs. Among others, we suggest that CMPs have a
responsibility to enable WOs to generate privacy-friendly notices
in general, i.e. notices that do not include dark patterns but trans-
parently allow the users to make an informed decision. This opens
up a number of exciting research opportunities, such as long-term
studies or deeper analyses of the interests and needs of WOs in
general as well as in comparison to the users’ perspective.

2 RELATEDWORK
This section gives an overview of the related work. We start with
the general definition of dark patterns and related taxonomies. This
is followed by related work on dark patterns in cookie consent
notices and particularly in CMPs.

Dark Pattern - According to Brignull´s website [7] “deceptive
design practices (also known as “dark patterns”) are tricks used in
websites and apps that make you do things that you didn’t mean
to, like buying or signing up for something.” Mathur et al. [48,
p.81] define dark patterns as “user interface design choices that
benefit an online service by coercing, steering, or deceiving users
into making unintended and potentially harmful decisions.”. In the
case of cookie consent notices, this means buttons, structure, and
labels are purposefully designed to lead website visitors to make
privacy-unfriendly choices and potentially act against their own in-
terests [23]. Previous research has already identified a large number
of dark pattern types [49]. A taxonomy of dark pattern strategies
that have already been investigated in the context of cookie consent
notices [65] is provided by Gray et al. [32]. They derive a total of
five dark pattern strategies from the literature, which are listed in
Table 1. Starting with these strategies, we have derived definitions
for the cookie consent notice context that provide the basis for our
notice analysis (see Section 3).

Dark Patterns in Cookie Consent Notices - Several studies
have explored the prevalence of dark patterns in EU-based website
cookie consent notices and indicated that obstruction and inter-
face interference are the most frequent dark patterns [38, 41, 65].
Prior research shows that cookie consent notice design greatly

affects the extent to which website visitors consent to the use of
cookies [5, 34, 44, 45, 52, 76]. Dark patterns, i.e., designs that aim to
nudge users towards consenting to all cookies have repeatedly been
found to increase cookie acceptance rates. These designs include,
among others, making the rejection of cookie use more difficult
than the acceptance (obstruction), e.g., by hiding the reject button
on a deeper layer [45, 52], or displaying the acceptance button more
prominently than the rejection button (interface interference), e.g.,
by color-highlighting it [44, 76].

Still, there are mixed results regarding the level to which par-
ticular dark patterns affect the users’ cookie consent response. For
example, Grassl et al. [34], who also studied the effect of dark pat-
terns, found no significant influence of obstruction (in this case,
hiding the reject button on a second layer) and interface interference
(in this case, color-highlighting the accept button) on acceptance
rates. This may be due to the fact that even in their baseline condi-
tion most participants agreed to the use of cookies. However, when
the dark patterns were reversed to nudging users towards reject-
ing cookie use (so-called “bright pattern”), they found significant
effects for obstruction, but not for interface interference. In Fer-
nandez et al.’s [5] study, interface interference (color-highlighting
the accept button) did not lead to more participants changing the
default settings either.

Gray et al. [33] discuss the implications of dark patterns in cookie
consent notices they observed in the wild from a HCI, design, pri-
vacy protection, and legal perspective. In terms of interface design,
they focus on design elements that apply a hierarchy of choice op-
tions or make one option more salient and attractive than another.
The authors conclude that due to the variety of implementation
options, it is impossible to fully examine and evaluate the different
possible design elements from both a legal and a user perspective.

Dark Patterns in Cookie Consent Notices of CMPs - For
the creation of cookie consent notices for their website, WOs are
increasingly using CMPs, probably because they promise them legal
compliance. Based on 161 million browser crawls, Hils et al. [35] es-
timate that CMP adoption doubled between June 2018 and 2019 and
then doubled again by June 2020 whereby CMPs were mainly used
on medium popular websites [35]. Other studies focused on how
cookie consent notices implemented by using popular CMPs comply
with legal requirements and, in case of non-compliance, which dark
pattern they included [20, 52]. In 2019, Nouwens et al. [52] evalu-
ated the designs of the most frequently used CMPs (Cookiebot [11],
Crownpeak [16], OneTrust [54], QuantCast [59], TrustArc [72]) in
the UK against the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
and ePrivacy Directive by scraping the implementations of cookie
consent notices created with these CMPs on the 10,000 most visited
websites in the UK. They found that less than 12% of the considered
cookie consent notices met the minimum requirements defined by
Nouwens et al. [52] to comply with European legal requirements:
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Table 1: The table provides an overview of the five dark pattern strategies derived from Gray with Gray’s corresponding
definitions as well as definitions we have adapted for the cookie consent context.

Dark pattern strategies Definition according to Gray [32] Definition adopted for consent context

Interface Interference Manipulation of the user interface that privileges certain actions
over others [32, p.5]

The design (color, font, size) of the buttons for accepting and
rejecting cookies are not equivalent.

Obstruction Making a process more difficult than it needs to be, with the intent
of dissuading certain action(s) [32, p.5]

The option to reject all cookies is not available on the first page
of the notice.

Forced Action Requiring the user to perform a certain action to access (or con-
tinue to access) certain functionality [32, p.5]

Users can enter the website only after interacting with the notice.

Sneaking Attempting to hide, disguise, or delay the divulging of information
that is relevant to the user [32, p.5]

Users unknowingly agree to cookies (e.g. because notice requires
opt-out).

Nagging Redirection of expected functionality that persists beyond one or
more interactions [32, p.5]

After their decision, users are asked again by a notice whether
they want to stay with the decision.

(1) consent must be given explicitly (e.g., by clicking on a button
rather than continue to browse the website), (2) accepting all must
be as easy as rejecting all (e.g., the reject all button has to be on
the same layer as the accept all button – this corresponds to Gray
et al.’s obstruction dark pattern [32]), (3) the notice must not con-
tain pre-ticked boxes (i.e., opt-in instead of opt-out). Their results
suggest that cookie consent notices do often not comply with the
last two requirements, since the reject all button is harder to access
than the accept all button, and detailed cookie settings often rely on
an opt-out procedure. Nouwens at al. [52] also examined two CMPs
that we considered in our study: QuantCast, which was associated
with the highest number of minimally compliant cookie consent
notices (26%) due to always asking for explicit consent and a low
number of pre-ticked boxes; and Cookiebot, which had the second
most minimal compliant cookie consent notices (6%). Degeling et
al. [20] analyzed 6,579 of the most popular websites in different
EU countries in 2017 and 2018 after the GDPR came into force.
They found that most of the frequently used CMPs (as indicated by
their crawling-based analysis of EU websites) do not support the
technical properties necessary to comply with GDPR requirements
for cookie consent notices. However, in this study, they did not
evaluate the prevalence of dark patterns, but focused on technical
aspects such as whether cookie consent libraries (including CMPs)
allow to reject cookie use or to ask for consent for different cookie
categories (i.e., cookies used for different purposes that are often
associated with the collection of different types of data). Matte et
al. [50] crawled 1,426 websites containing cookie consent notices
which are implemented by CMPs that take part in the Interactive
Advertising Bureau (IAB) Transparency and Consent Framework.
While they found at least one legal violation in more than half of
the websites, they did not analyze the cookie consent notices with
respect to the dark patterns considered in our study. In a recent
study, Bollinger et al. [6] extended this analysis by crawling 30,000
websites, and found violations in more than 90% in the analyzed
cookie consent notices.

3 METHOD
To achieve our research goal, we proceeded in three steps: (1) iden-
tification of relevant CMPs, (2) creation of cookie consent notices
with identified CMPs, and (3) qualitative analysis of the generated
cookie consent notices.

Step 1: Identification of relevant CMPs - Selecting the most
relevant CMPs is a tricky task, because different top lists exist [28,

31, 40]. Hils et al.’s [35] analyses show that the market share of dif-
ferent CMPs is very dynamic and varies depending on the websites
analyzed. For our study, we decided to merge sources (top lists,
related work, and our own google search) of CMPs to generate a
comprehensive list of CMPs (see Appendix A).

Step 2: Creation of cookie consent notices - The goal of Step
2 was to generate different cookie consent notices using the CMPs
identified in Step 1. For this purpose, two independent researchers
were instructed to put themselves in the perspective of WOs and
to generate three cookie consent notices using the templates of the
CMPs (see Appendix A). We decided to have the cookie consent
notices created by two independent researchers to increase the
quality of the data. The cookie consent notices generated in this way
were compared by a third person. Since our predefined procedure
was only standardized to a certain degree and the CMP websites
were often confusing, not all results were identical (e.g. there were
differences in the background color). The differences were discussed
in the group of researchers and in case of marginal differences
(e.g. different fonts) a design variant was selected as the basis for
the analysis. In one case (CCM [8]), however, the results were so
different that all variants were included in the further analysis
process. For a better overview, however, only the variant with
the most dark patterns was included in the final evaluation. The
creation of the cookie consent notices took place during the period
of March 10-11, 2022. For the purpose of comparability, we selected
all CMPs that were free of charge and that did not require a personal
contact with the sales department from the resulting list of CMPs.
In total, 15 of the 49 CMPs met this requirement (see Appendix B).
The following three types of notices were generated when possible:

(1) Default notice: The notice was set to be GDPR-compliant and
in English, otherwise the default settings were used.

(2) Balanced notice:Here, the goal was to generate a noticewhere
the buttons that accept and reject cookies are placed equally
(size, color, position) on the first page of the notice.

(3) Bright notice: In the sense of Grassl et al. [34] this notice
should nudge users to reject all cookies. For this purpose,
the “reject all” button should be visually prominent.

Step 3: Analysis of Cookie Consent Notices - In Step 3, the
cookie consent notices generated in Step 2 were analyzed by two
independent raters, who were not involved in the notice creation.
For this purpose, they received screenshots of the balanced and
default cookie consent notice, without the information which no-
tice referred to which case. The raters were provided with Gray
et al.s´ [32] dark pattern taxonomy and our adapted definitions
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(see Table 1). In the analysis, the focus was on the dark patterns
obstruction and interface interference, which Soe et al. [65] had
identified as the most common dark patterns in cookie consent
notices. The raters were asked to rate the notices in terms of the
following aspects:

(1) Obstruction: Does the notice contain obstruction? [yes, no,
inconclusive]

(2) Interface Interference: Does the notice contain interface in-
terference? [yes, no, inconclusive]

(3) Other Dark Patterns: Does the notice contain other dark pat-
terns? [yes, no, inconclusive]

(4) Overall Rating: Are there any dark patterns in the notice?
[yes, no, inconclusive]

(5) Number Dark Pattern: How many dark patterns does the
notice contain?

In addition, the raters could comment on the cookie consent notices.
After the raters had completed their ratings, they were compared
by a third researcher. Discrepancies in the ratings were solved by
discussion with the raters.

4 RESULTS
Starting point of this research were the questions, whether the
default notices of CMPs already contained dark patterns, and if so,
which ones and whether the creation of balanced and bright notices
was possible at all. In total, we looked at 15 CMP providers. From
each of these CMP providers, one default (15 in total) and, if possible,
one balanced (12 in total) as well as one bright (10 in total) cookie
consent notices were included in the results. In the following, we
report the results of our notice analyses and supplement them with
further observations that we made while creating and analyzing
the notices.

4.1 Default Cookie Consent Notice
In this section, we address the analyses related to our research
question 1: Do the default templates for cookie consent notices of
the CMPs already contain dark patterns and if so, which ones?

4.1.1 Dark Pattern: Obstruction and Interface Interference. First, we
looked at the default templates for cookie consent notices in terms
of the two dark patterns that occur most often in cookie consent
notices according to Soe et al. [65]: Interface interference and ob-
struction. For an overview of the results, see Figure 2a. The analysis
shows that 9 of 15 of the templates contain at least one of these two
dark patterns. Interface interference occurs most frequently (8 out
of 15). Figure 3a provides an example for a notice with interface
interference. Obstruction was only clearly identified in one of the
templates (see Figure 3b), which is a possible GDPR violation [52].

4.1.2 Other Patterns. We also looked at the default templates for
cookie consent notices to see if they contained any dark patterns
other than obstruction and interface interference. In 12 of the 15
notices analyzed, the raters saw the possibility of sneaking and/or
forced action. For example, the button "Accept" (see Figure 3b)
might contain forced action, depending on what is hidden behind
the button "My Options". Some notices might contain "sneaking" if
users are not aware of the consequence of their choice "Accept all"
(e.g. in Figure 4). In addition, the raters noticed that only 2 of the

15 notices allowed personalized settings on the first layer of the
cookie consent notice.

4.2 Balanced and Bright Cookie Consent
Notices

In this section, we address the analyses related to our research
question 2: Do the templates for cookie consent notices of the
CMPs allow to generate notices with a balanced and/or bright
design? Furthermore, we were interested in whether it is possible
to generate balanced and bright cookie consent notices using the
templates of the CMPs. For an overview of the results, see Figure 2b.
In balanced notices, it is possible to select the same design for the
agree and disagree buttons. This was possible with 10 out of 15 of
the CMPs. An example of a balanced notice can be found in Figure 4.
A template for cookie consent notice was considered as bright, when
the button to reject cookies could be visually highlighted. This was
possible with 10 out of 15 of the CMPs. An example of a balanced
notice can be found in Figure 5.

4.3 Observations during Cookie Consent Notice
Creation

During the creation of the notices, we recognized a few things
that we would like to report here: Challenges for balanced and
bright notice creation: The creation of balanced and/or bright notices
was partly only possible with a premium account (e.g., using the
CMP Cookie Hub [13]). In another case, the creation was generally
possible, but very inconvenient. For example, in the template of
the CMP SmartLife [64], the possibility to customize the color of
the buttons was hidden behind a layer. Dark patterns on CMPs
websites: We also noticed that some of the CMPs’ websites (e.g.,
SmartLife [64]) were designed in such away that they firmly nudged
WOs to buy products. In addition, we were often not aware of the
actual consequences of different settings we made on notices. For
example, when generating a notice using the CMP CCM19 [8], it
was not clear for which button we were changing the color.

5 DISCUSSION
The aim of our study was to find answers to the following two
research questions: (RQ1:) Do the default templates for cookie con-
sent notices of the CMPs already contain dark patterns and if so,
which ones? (RQ2:) Do the templates of the CMPs allow to generate
notices with balanced and/or bright design? To investigate this, we
analyzed the templates of 15 CMPs. Previous studies have examined
how cookie consent notices were actually implemented on websites
using a CMP [38, 52, 65]. In the following, we will relate our results
to these studies. We derive the following three learnings from our
study. Learning 1 and 2 relate to our research questions.

Learning 1: Default notices often contain dark patterns (RQ1). Our
analysis of the notices with respect to the dark patterns listed in
Gray et al.’s [32] taxonomy shows that the interface interference
pattern is the most common in the CMP templates with 53.33%.
This is consistent with the results of the analyses of cookie consent
notices in the field [65]. This match could be an indicator that
many WOs directly use the templates with default settings that
contain dark patterns. Overall, we were able to show that 60% of
the default templates for cookie consent notices definitely contain
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: (a) Results of the analysis of the cookie consent notices using the CMP templates (N=15) with default settings, (b)
Results of the analysis of the CMP templates (N=15) regarding whether balanced and bright cookie consent banners can be
generated.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Cookie consent notice generated using templates with default settings (a) from Cookiebot [11] containing interface
interference, (b) from adopt [3] containing obstruction.

Figure 4: A balanced cookie consent notices design generated using the template of the CMP Cookie Yes [15]

Figure 5: A bright cookie consent notices design generated using the template of the CMP Cookie Yes [15]

a dark pattern. That is less compared to analyses in the field [38, 52,
65]. There are three possible explanations for this. (1) In our study,
we only analyzed the notices of CMPs that were free of charge.
Thus, we do not cover all CMPs analyzed in related work. (2) Hils
et al. [35] was able to show in his study that the CMP industry
is very dynamic. This may be the reason why old versions of the
notices are still available on the web or the analyses of related work
might be already outdated. (3) Another possibility why we found
fewer dark patterns than other studies could be that not all WOs
use the default cookie consent notices of the CMPs, but possibly
integrate dark patterns themselves. So far, there is no research that
comprehensively examines the interests of WOs in cookie consent.

Learning 2: Creating privacy-friendly notices is often impossible or
inconvenient (RQ2).We were able to generate balanced and bright
notices for only 62.5% of the CMPs. For the CMPs that allowed this,
it was sometimes very inconvenient. This is problematic because
previous research has shown that WOs often have to handle many

different tasks, whereby especially for smaller ormedium-sizedweb-
sites, operating the website is not their primary task. Furthermore,
WOs often lack awareness of privacy issues and knowledge about
implementation [43]. Therefore, they rely on transparent working
practices from third party vendors, such as CMPs. However, it is
not always clear which interests the CMPs are pursuing.

Learning 3: CMPs may have a large influence on which dark pat-
tern in cookie consent notices are widespread on the web. Hils et
al. [35] showed that notices from CMPs are becoming increasingly
widespread, so their influence is obviously increasing. Especially
when dominant CMPs promote dark patterns, this can be critical for
the privacy of end users. For example, the German market leader
“Cookiebot by Usercentrics” [11] does not allow the interface inter-
ference to be switched off in the free version. This means that even
if WOs wanted to create privacy-friendly notices, it would often
be impossible or challenging for them with a CMP. This could be a
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possible explanation why dark patterns in cookie consent notices
are still so widespread.

In summary: Dark patterns in the default templates of CMPs
are widespread, even if WOs are motivated to generate notices
without dark patterns this is partly not possible. Therefore it is
important to empower WOs to choose CMPs whose templates do
not contain dark patterns. We also conclude that an urgent step
to eventually protect the privacy of end users is to hold CMPs
accountable, because WOs are also reliant on them.

6 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Our study has an exploratory character, which brings some limi-
tations. At the same time, our results serve as a starting point for
exiting avenues for future research. Both, limitations and how they
can be addressed in future work, are described in the following:
Identification of relevant CMPs with web crawlers: The market share
of CMPs is very dynamic and also depends on the website size [35].
We derived the relevance of the CMPs analyzed based on existing
literature, which may not reflect the current state. Therefore, in
the future, the relevant CMPs should be identified again with the
help of a web crawler. Extensive analyses of the offers of all relevant
CMPs: In this study, we only examined notices from CMPs that were
free of charge and did not require a personal contact with the sales
department from the resulting list of CMPs. Thus, our results are
not representative of all relevant CMPs. In order to create a better
generalizability, all relevant CMPs should be analyzed if possible. It
may be necessary to use a cover story for this purpose in order not
to bias the CMPs when contacting them. Analyses of implemented
cookie consent notices: We have only analyzed screenshots of the
templates for cookie consent notices and not the actual notices
implemented in a website. Thus, the raters could not interact with
the cookie consent notices and it was sometimes difficult for them
to assess to what extent dark patterns, such as sneaking or forced
action, were included in the notices. Future research should actu-
ally implement the notices in websites to perform deeper analysis.
Long-term study of default cookie consent notices: It should also be
noted that the templates we analyzed in our study, only represent
a snapshot of March 2022. Hils et al. [35] had already shown that
the CMP industry is very dynamic, and the relevance of individual
CMPs and the design of the notices could change in the future. It
would be interesting to analyze whether and how (e.g., influenced
by external events such as changes in the law or court rulings)
the CMPs adapt their templates. Involvement of WOs: In our study,
we tried to take the perspective of WOs. However, future research
should explore their perspective, interests and needs in more detail.
This could be done by directly interviewing people who operate
websites or by involving them in the generation of notices with the
help of CMPs. Deeper Analysis of CMP websites: When generating
the notices, we already noticed that this was often inconvenient
or that the websites of the CMPs contained dark patterns. In order
to gain a deeper understanding of CMPs, it might be worthwhile
to take a closer look at the user experience of their websites. For
example, duration, clicks and workload could be measured when
generating default and neutral cookie consent notices as such or
in comparison to the creation of dark patterns. Further questions:
Finally, our study raised a number of other fundamental questions.

Regarding the design of cookie consent notices, the question arises
how solutions look like that connect the interests ofWOs and users?
Regarding the CMPs, the question arises how they can be held more
accountable in the future.
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A CMP LIST

Table 2: The table shows a list of CMPs and their appearance various sources. Status refers to whether it was possible to generate
a banner free of charge and without personally contacting a sales person. CMPs whose templates were included in the final
analyses are marked in bold.

CMP google
search [29]

google
search [30]

Kevel
toplist [40]

G2
toplist [28]

Nouwens
et al. [52]

Gradow
et al. [31]

Status

2badvice [1] ✓
AdOpt [3] ✓ ✓
Axeptio [4] ✓ ✓
CCM 19 [8] ✓ ✓
Commanders Act [2] ✓
consent manager [10] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Main web solution [46] ✓
smart life [64] ✓ ✓
Cookie Script [60] ✓ ✓
Cookie yes [15] ✓ ✓ ✓
Cookiebot [11] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
cookiefirst [12] ✓
CookieHub [13] ✓ ✓ ✓
CookiePro [14] ✓ ✓
Crownpeak [16] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
data privacy manager [47] ✓
DataGrail [17] ✓
Datenschutzgenerator [18] ✓
Datev [19] ✓
Didomi [22] ✓ ✓ ✓
Ethyca [24] ✓
Evidon/Crownpeak [26] ✓
google funding Choices [9] ✓
Iubenda [37] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Ketch [39] ✓
Liveramp [42] ✓ ✓ ✓
Monsido[51] ✓
Ogury [53] ✓
onetrust [54] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Osano [55] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
PiWik Pro [58] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
privacy policies [57] ✓
privacy tools [69] ✓
PrivacyUX for CCPA [27] ✓
Quantcast [59] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
real cookie banner/devowl [21] ✓ ✓
salesforce identity [36] ✓
secure Privacy [56] ✓
securiti [61] ✓ ✓
segment [62] ✓
sourcepoint [66] ✓ ✓ ✓
squarespace [67] ✓
Termly.io [68] ✓ ✓
Transcend [70] ✓
truendo [71] ✓
TrustArc [72] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
trustcommander [73] ✓
uniconsent [74] ✓
Usercentrics [75] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
WS02 Identiy Server [63] ✓
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B RESULTS OF CMP TEMPLATES ANALYSIS

Table 3: The table shows the results of the analyzed templates of 15 CMPs. With (1) balanced cookie consent notices possible (2)
bright cookie consent notice possible (3) template with default settings contains dark pattern obstruction (4) template with
default settings contains dark pattern interface interference (5) template with default settings contains at least one dark pattern
(obstruction or interface interference)

CMP (1) balanced (2) bright (3) obstruction (4) interface in-
terference

(5) at least one
dark pattern

AdOpt [3] no no yes no yes
Axeptio [4] yes yes no yes yes
CCM 19 [8] yes yes no yes yes
consent manager [10] yes yes no no no
smart life [64] inconclusive yes inconclusive yes yes
Cookie Script [60] no yes no yes yes
Cookie Yes [15] yes yes no yes yes
Cookiebot [11] no no no yes yes
CookieHub [13] yes no no no no
CookiePro [14] yes no no no no
Iubenda [37] yes yes no no no
PiWik Pro [58] yes yes no no no
Quantcast [59] yes yes no yes yes
devowl [21] inconclusive yes no yes yes
Termly.io [68] yes no no no no
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